Legendary Locomotives - Legendary Paint Schemes

The SD70ACe is the latest in the line of EMD's "70" locomotives
that is intended to cut railroad costs for maintenance by
providing a locomotive that is more efficient and more powerful,
lessening fuel costs and the total numbers of running units.
In 2012, to celebrate its 30th anniversary, Norfolk Southern painted a
total of 20 locomotives (10 SD70ACe’s) into commemorative schemess
m
that honored the railroads that had merged over the years to form
modern day NS.
The Kato SD70ACe has been retooled just for this occasion, with a
redesigned cab section which replicates the isolated cab of NS’s newestt
op
locomotives, as well as the distinctive “trident” shaped rooftop
antenna array. Fully featured with exquisitely printed details all overr
the body and Kato’s award winning N scale drive system (with a
sophisticated “floating axle” truck which grants better pullingg
n
performance and electrical pickup than most traditional drives, even on
less-than-ideal track conditions), this new run of SD70ACe’s in Norfolkk
Southern’s paint and body style is shipping with all 10 of the railroad’ss
heritage ACe variations, as well as with two
standard “Thoroughbred” scheme versions,
all available before the end of the year!
























Item #176-8501
Item #176-8502
Item #176-8503
Item #176-8505
Item #176-8506
Item #176-8507


















Item #176-8504
Item #176-8508
Item #176-8509
Item #176-8510
Item #176-8511
Item #176-8512









































































N EMD SD70ACe NS (Erie Heritage) #1068
N EMD SD70ACe NS (Illinois Terminal Heritage) #1072
N EMD SD70ACe NS (Lackawanna Heritage) #1074
N EMD SD70ACe NS (Virginian Heritage) #1069
N EMD SD70ACe Norfolk Southern Thoroughbred Scheme #1007
N EMD SD70ACe Norfolk Southern Thoroughbred Scheme #1009










































































$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP

Visit the Kato USA Youtube
page for videos, modeling
tips, first looks, and more!

youtube.com/KatoUSAinc
Or follow us on twitter

@KatoUSAInc



N EMD SD70ACe NS (New York Central Heritage) #1066
N EMD SD70ACe NS (Reading Lines Heritage) #1067
N EMD SD70ACe NS (Jersey Central Heritage) #1071
N EMD SD70ACe NS (Penn Central Heritage) #1073
N EMD SD70ACe NS (Savannah and Atlanta Heritage) #1065
N EMD SD70ACe NS (Wabash Heritage) #1070

$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP
$135 MSRP

100 Remington Road
Schaumburg, IL 60173
www.katousa.com

